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INTRODUCTION: REFUGE AND RESCUE

We as the Teleport Organisation have compiled an in-depth strategy to offer our
direct humanitarian assistance to the winterization efforts in Ukraine, in the form of
building, deploying and staffing a mobile multi-structure emergency shelter, to be
deployed in or near the recently liberated, infrastructurally devastated territories of
eastern Ukraine. The dual purpose of our “emergency shelter transit camp” will be to
offer destitute Ukrainian civilians currently remaining in these war-torn regions a
warm place to stay and eat hot food during the harsh winter season, as well as
provide them with the opportunity to prepare individualised Teleport-assisted
evacuation plans to leave their devastated region. Using our fleet of vehicles, we will
then evacuate those who decide to leave, coordinate and sponsor their travel
westward, and ensure that each of them reach safety and security at displacement
centres in central/western Ukraine or abroad in the European Union. Additionally, if
we are able to achieve a higher funding threshold (Solution 2) than our initial
proposition (Solution 1), we have a synergetic plan in place to additionally quickly
open, staff and maintain our own temporary displacement centre outside of Lviv, to
directly support our evacuation missions from our emergency shelter transit camp
deployed in eastern Ukraine.

This critical humanitarian emergency requires immediate, sustained action.
According to the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs,
“Housing conditions for millions of Ukrainians have become increasingly perilous
since the war commenced. Displacement, property damage, sudden loss of
livelihoods and disruption to supply chains have left many families living in uncertain
conditions or buildings ill-prepared for winter. In rural communities, winterization
efforts are even more challenging and costly, with materials and skills shortages
likely to hamper self-recovery efforts.” Teleport Organisation intends to dedicate all1

of its energy, volunteers and resources to help mitigate the consequences of these
shortages by the initiation of our proposed mission in these war-torn rural
communities. Should we obtain funding to begin this project, hundreds of lives may
be saved as the humanitarian situation in Ukraine continues to deteriorate with the
approaching winter season and the ongoing conflict. This envisioned mobile
emergency shelter transit camp and temporary displacement centre will create an
in-tandem Teleport-managed system of refuge and rescue for all civilians in our care.

1 United Nations Office for Humanitarian Affairs Staff, Ukraine: Winterization Plan - Winter Priority
Procurement & Repair Plan 2022 – 2023, (New York: UN OCHA, 15 July 2022), 3.
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THE UNRESOLVED CRISIS: WINTER IS COMING

Over the coming weeks, winter will descend over Europe, and as a direct result of the
ongoing full-scale war in Ukraine, many fear it to be the most difficult winter in
decades. Nowhere in Europe is this more of a dire reality than in eastern Ukraine,
where devastated regional civilian infrastructure is not adequately prepared for the
coming freezing temperatures, which in the east are predicted to drop to an average
between -21 and -25 degrees Celsius in December.2

In these eastern regions –the coldest regions of the country– hundreds of thousands
of buildings have suffered military bombardment and most local infrastructure has
been critically damaged by seemingly endless shelling, ongoing ground combat and
aerial attacks. As a result of this extensive damage, gas, water and coal are not readily
available for the multitude of civilians remaining in these areas. In the aftermath of
the October 2022 Russian missile attacks on Ukraine’s nationwide electrical grid –

2 United Nations Office for Humanitarian Affairs Staff, Ukraine: Winterization Plan - Winter Priority
Procurement & Repair Plan 2022 – 2023 (New York: UN OCHA, 15 July 2022), 1-2.
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which seriously damaged or destroyed more than 1/3rd of Ukraine’s total energy
infrastructure – severely weakened national power grids are feared to now be3

incapable of supporting the winter heating requirements of the Ukrainian
population. While outlining the evolving humanitarian crisis in Ukraine, United
Nations Under-Secretary-General Rosemary A. DiCarlo emphasised to the UN
Security Council that along with soaring energy prices, “the deprivation caused by
these [infrastructure] attacks threatens to expose millions of civilians to extreme
hardship and even life-endangering conditions this winter.” As Ukrainian civilian4

infrastructure faces deliberate ongoing targeting by the Russian Armed Forces, the
situation becomes ever-more perilous for the tens of millions of noncombatants
trapped in the middle of this massively destructive conflict. In the liberated eastern
regions –where critically damaged gas infrastructure is nonfunctioning in many
places– civilians cannot currently even venture into the forests to collect firewood;
many rural, wooded areas are blanketed with mines and unexploded ordnance. The
profound, multitudinous dangers of this immense, ongoing, war-inflicted national
disaster are presently increasing, nearly daily.

International organisations are sounding the humanitarian alarm as winter
approaches in Ukraine. Dr. Hans Kluge, the World Health Organisation Regional
Director for Europe, emphasised in mid-October that they are currently “anticipating
and preparing for the significant challenges that winter will bring. Too many people
in Ukraine are living precariously, moving from location to location, living in
substandard structures or without access to heating. This can lead to frostbite,
hypothermia, pneumonia, stroke and heart attack . . . thousands of people are now
living either in collective centres or damaged buildings, without the protection they

need against the harsh cold season.” A foreboding report, completed by the United5

Nations International Organisation for Migration on 27 October 2022, says that over
2,127,000 Ukrainians are currently estimated to be actively considering fleeing their
homes due to the war, but have not yet presently left (prospective internally

5 Hans Heri P. Kluge, “Statement – The escalation of the humanitarian emergency requires an escalation of
the humanitarian response” (speech, Copenhagen,  14 October 2022), World Health Organisation,
https://www.who.int/europe/news/item/14-10-2022-statement---the-escalation-of-the-humanitarian-emergen
cy-requires-an-escalation-of-the-humanitarian-response.

4 Rosemary A. DiCarlo, “Remarks to the Security Council on Ukraine” (speech, New York, 21 October 2022),
United Nations Security Council,
https://dppa.un.org/en/under-secretary-general-dicarlo-peace-based-international-law-and-un-charter-is-sur
est-way-to-end.

3 Micheal Birnbaum, et al. “Russia’s methodical attacks exploit frailty of Ukrainian power system.” The
Washington Post, 25 October 2022,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/10/25/russias-methodical-attacks-exploit-frailty-ukrainian-pow
er-system/.
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displaced persons, or prospective IDPs). According to this displacement report, a
month earlier the estimated number of Ukrainian prospective IDPs was 2,224,000
nationally; between mid-September and late October, the estimated number of
prospective IDPs therefore dropped by 97,000. However, during that same time
period, the UN IOM also estimates that 450,000 Ukrainians were newly displaced
from their homes, becoming new IDPs and raising the current estimated
nationwide total to 6,540,000 internally displaced persons. Of these, 280,000 new
IDPs came from the eastern regions of Ukraine in the previous 30 days. We fear that6

this statistical disparity between a comparatively small decline in the estimated
number of prospective IDPs (-97,000) and a significantly large number of new IDPs
(+450,000) indicates that the UN IOM’s estimate of the present number of total
prospective IDPs in Ukraine may be a conservative estimate compared to the reality
on the ground. As the winter months set in and the conflict continues, we therefore
fear that the influx of new IDPs will increase beyond UN IOM expectations. The WHO,
the UN, OCHA, the Ukrainian government and countless humanitarian NGOs have
highlighted the significant dangers that the winter will bring for the millions of
Ukrainians whose lives, infrastructure and homes have been severely impacted by
the war. With this impact comes the present potential of a new surge of wintertime
refugees, a coming surge which we believe the UN’s foreboding new data indicates
that we are currently at the beginning of. This winter crisis has the full potential to
cause another mass movement of people to safer, warmer regions, or, for those who
can’t or won’t leave, a tragically significant number of cold-related injuries, illnesses
and deaths. The WHO’s Dr. Kluge highlighted that the ongoing “escalation of the
humanitarian emergency requires an escalation of the humanitarian response.”7

In peacetime, the annual Ukrainian winter season brings with it the ever-present
risks of hypothermia and frostbite. In the current war-torn southern and especially
eastern regions of Ukraine, in addition to the constant threat of ongoing military
actions, we will begin to see the risk of severe cold-related conditions increase by
extraordinary levels among the remaining population as temperatures steadily drop
in the coming weeks. In order to prevent more unnecessary deaths in this already
extremely brutal 8-month-old war, this winter-induced emergency requires
immediate action to mitigate what could be potentially severe and lethal human
consequences. With our direct participation and the initiation of this proposed
project, we believe we can help to contribute a solution during this crisis.

7 Kluge, “Statement – The escalation of the humanitarian emergency”, WHO.

6 International Organization for Migration Staff, UKRAINE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT REPORT, GENERAL
POPULATION SURVEY, ROUND 10 (Geneva: IOM UN Migration, 27 October 2022), 1-3.
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OUR BACKGROUND

Teleport Organisation is a humanitarian NGO which has been dedicated to
ensuring the safety and wellbeing of displaced people from Ukraine since the
beginning of the 24 February invasion. We have gained an extensive amount of
humanitarian experience in a wide variety of roles over the last seven months.
Starting out in Przemyśl, Poland in early March 2022 at an overwhelmed refugee
welcome centre, we managed the processing of refugees and developed procedures
and IT systems there to reinforce the safety of tens of thousands of displaced
Ukrainian refugees who had just fled their homes in Ukraine and expressed desires
to venture further into the European Union. Our sophisticated, IT-based security
safeguards worked to reduce the incidence of human trafficking of Ukrainian
refugees. Subsequently, we moved our operations to Chełm, Poland, where we
designed, opened and operated a new welcome centre from the ground up in
cooperation with the local government and the monday.com Emergency Response
Unit. More about this successful project can be found on our website.

An extensive insight into humanitarian logistics was acquired over the course of
several months of intense daily collaboration with the Help Ukraine Center NGO in
Lublin, Poland. Help Ukraine Center is one of the largest humanitarian aid hubs in
Europe, and has successfully delivered over 6,000 tons of humanitarian aid to many
cities, towns and villages across Ukraine since March 2022. At Help Ukraine Center,8

we developed and implemented a Warehouse Management System (WMS) with the
ability to track incoming and outgoing physical donations, trace stock in real time
and extract data for stakeholders within minutes. As a result of this collaboration, we
helped to optimise the flow of large volumes of humanitarian aid into Ukraine from
Help Ukraine Center’s Lublin warehouse.

In July 2022, given our proven track record, our organisation was invited to travel to
Kyiv to meet directly with elements of the Ukrainian government and many
incredible Ukrainian humanitarian NGOs to discuss their current humanitarian
needs and how we could support their various missions. In doing so, we
subsequently provided successful fundraising support to the evacuation NGO
HelpPeople. Our fundraising mission directly helped to enable HelpPeople to
evacuate and save hundreds more lives. HelpPeople is a trusted and experienced

8 HelpUkraine.Center Staff, PERFORMANCE REPORT Since the launch Mar 6 – Sep 18, 2022 (Lublin:
HelpUkraine.Center, 18 September 2022), 2.

https://monday.com/
http://www.teleport-organisation.com
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partner upon whose expert knowledge and support we will be able to count as we
pursue this current project. Furthermore, several truckloads of humanitarian aid
were personally delivered by our volunteers to war-torn, unstable areas in Ukraine’s
east around Kharkiv, and in Ukraine’s south between Mykolaiv and Kherson Oblast.

The sum of these experiences has led to our decision to launch our current project,
fully focusing our organisation’s efforts on mitigating the humanitarian crisis of the
coming winter in war-torn eastern Ukraine. Our intention is to comprehensively
utilise our diverse set of skills and experiences to embark on this proposed mission.

SOLUTION 1: MOBILE EMERGENCY SHELTER TRANSIT CAMP

Teleport Organisation’s detailed plan is to construct and staff a top-rate,
multi-structure mobile emergency shelter, able to be deployed in a single day and
fully capable of warming, feeding and accommodating 24 local civilians daily over an
envisioned seven-day deployment period in the recently liberated territories in
eastern Ukraine during the approaching winter months. This communal shelter,
complete with warm living quarters for all guests, will double as a so-called “transit
camp”, fully capable of evacuating guests that come to us and elect to leave the
unstable region. We will notify all those who come to our emergency shelter transit
camp for support that we will gladly fully coordinate and facilitate the evacuation of
all who opt to leave. Any and all guests who express a willingness to opt for
evacuation to safer regions of Ukraine (defined as “internally-displaced persons”, or
IDPs) or abroad in the European Union (defined as “refugees”) will receive the utmost
care, attention and collaboration with our dedicated staff to organise and carry out
their evacuation westward. This entire project has the ability to be straightforwardly
scaled upward to accommodate more people for future deployments if experience
deems it necessary to increase our maximum occupancy.

Our mission will consist of outreach and humanitarian support to war-affected
civilians in the recently-liberated eastern regions during the harsh winter season.
Vulnerable rural communities and small villages will be prioritised for support for this
project, followed by more-urban areas. Our emergency shelter transit camp will
consist of three heated temporary BetterShelter structures and a Mercedes 814 bus
command centre, with three smaller vehicles providing support. Using our fleet of
smaller vehicles, we will be able to bring locals desiring support to our emergency
shelter transit camp. At our camp, these deprived local civilians will be given the
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option to either temporarily stay in our provided accommodations, where they will
be fed, kept warm and cared for daily, or be evacuated to displacement centres in
safer regions. We suspect that many Ukrainians want to escape their war-torn
villages, but fear the uncertain journey westward. We aim to provide these new
wintertime IDPs with structure and comfort so that they can rest assured that they
and their families will make the journey safely. If evacuation and relocation are not
preferred, we will still happily offer warm shelter, sleeping quarters, food and a
parting care package for them during our week-long mission in the area.

With the funding we seek, we envision three week-long deployments fully capable of
evacuating a calculated total of between 60-88 IDPs per deployment each week, or
between 180-264 civilians evacuated cumulatively. If our offer for evacuation is taken
by those who come to us for support during our deployment, these guests will
collaborate directly with our volunteers to create individualised, detailed strategies
about their Teleport-organised evacuation westward. After working out a travel plan
with a predetermined destination, we will then take all necessary steps to safely
transport these IDPs to the next transit node, which will either be the closest train
station (most likely in Kharkiv or Poltava) or displacement centres in safer areas. We
envision and expect a necessary three-day system of evacuee-processing: one day
for transportation to our camp, another day to work out travel plans in consultation
with each prospective IDP, and a third day for transportation from our camp to
predetermined train stations, which will carry our IDPs/refugees to their
predetermined final destinations in central/western Ukraine or Poland. If any IDP
cannot afford the price of the train ticket westward, their train ticket and taxi costs
will be fully financially covered by our organisation. The costs of IDP transportation
and train tickets are accounted for in our “Anticipated Budget” section below.

Our mission is to directly assist Ukrainian civilians in the recently-liberated eastern
regions who have been severely impacted by the compounding threats of the war,
significant resource deprivation and the deteriorating wintertime conditions. Our
deployment focus lies within this region, where the civilian infrastructure has been
most severely damaged by recent intense combat between the warring Ukrainian
and Russian military forces. In these recently-liberated territories, large
concentrations of at-risk civilians currently remain, often living in grossly inadequate
conditions. They are often unable to relocate by themselves for a variety of reasons,
struggling to prepare warm meals, and may be suffering from frostbite,
hypothermia, pneumonia and other cold-related ailments. We intend to focus our
efforts on the disadvantaged population, including the disabled, the elderly, mothers
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with children and poverty-stricken Ukrainians. By deploying this emergency shelter,
we will be able to give these desperate people a place to rest, relax and warm up,
while working with them individually to create a detailed travel plan to get them to
safety if they opt to become IDPs for the preservation and enhancement of their own
safety and wellbeing. We fully realise how anxious and terrified these people will be,
and through this mission we hope to provide them with a meaningful support
network and assuage many of their travel-related concerns so that they may fear less
about their uncertain future. This proposed project has the true potential to provide
detailed and compassionate means for the nourishment, care and evacuation of
significant numbers of civilians during this harsh wartime winter season.

GOALS

1. Ensure the safety and comfort of people in areas affected by the war,
especially those currently at risk of severe external and internal injury due to
prolonged, unrelieved exposure to freezing temperatures.

2. Transport civilians to our camp from both urban and rural areas in order to
readily provide them with much-needed humanitarian support.

3. Provide a warm space, temporary shelter and hot food for at-risk Ukrainian
locals and IDPs heading westward to safer regions.

4. Provide a meaningful reception point for evacuation missions from war-torn,
recently liberated areas of eastern Ukraine.

5. Offer an efficient and individualised strategy of evacuation for every person
transitioning through our camp in eastern Ukraine.

6. Successfully evacuate westward all guests who choose to leave.
7. Help to relieve the uncertainty faced by these refugees as they flee their

homes by providing them with structure, security and concrete future plans.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

The success of this mission to support Ukrainian civilians living in and fleeing these
war-torn regions during the winter relies on many factors and necessities, including:

1. Sufficient funding to fully function and sufficiently support all those in our
care, our volunteers and our envisioned mission as a whole.
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2. Astute financial management to not incautiously spend funding and
therefore waste scarce and precious financial resources on anything other
than mission necessities. Our anticipated budget has been thoroughly
reviewed and is fully optimised to sufficiently support our mission.

3. Reliable contact with many refugee displacement centres to ensure those
choosing to evacuate the region will be successfully received in safer regions.

4. Predetermined locations in Kharkiv/Poltava for vehicle maintenance,
volunteer housing and storage.

5. Predetermined refuge destinations for all prospective IDPs in our care.
6. Sourcing of required materials and equipment.
7. A team of 10 Teleport humanitarian volunteer workers, well-trained and

committed to journeying into dangerous areas to do this necessary work.
8. Volunteers fluent in Russian and Ukrainian, to communicate with at-risk

local civilians, assist with the informational campaign and to lead the
transportation of people from war-torn areas to our transit camp.

9. Sufficient preparation, training and consultation with volunteers prior to
deployment. Situational awareness will be extensive and constant, and all risk
assessment and contingency planning has been thoroughly reviewed.

10. Sophisticated IT infrastructure to minimise errors, maximise efficiency and
collect accurate data for future planning and statistic-gathering.

ENVISIONED OUTCOMES

When our proposed mission deployment begins, we hope to contribute directly to
the safe and successful care and relocation of civilians to safe shelter locations in
Ukraine, where they will not have to fear the winter cold, resource deprivation or the
shifting frontline. If IDP shelters in Ukraine lack the necessary capacity, or if the
person opts to go abroad as a refugee, we will facilitate their transportation to a
predetermined refugee welcome centre in Poland. If relocation is not chosen by
those who come to us for support in eastern Ukraine, we will gladly take them in and
care for them for the duration of the camp’s deployment to the area. The temporary
betterment of those people’s living conditions will be our responsibility. The data we
gather regarding what would be needed to create a more sustainable local living
environment can then be forwarded to remarkable humanitarian organisations who
are well-suited to provide further support to these at-risk, deprived, yet resilient locals
who choose to remain in their region.
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The initiation of this mission could mean the successful care and evacuation of
significant numbers of people from devastated regions of eastern Ukraine. According
to our meticulous calculations and planning, we will be able to accommodate 24
guests per day in our emergency shelter transit camp. If large numbers of civilians
decide to evacuate, as the UN data currently suggests , we calculate that we will be9

able to fully evacuate between 12 and 24 people per day, and cumulatively evacuate
between 60 and 88 people per each week-long deployment, and potentially even
more. The funding that we are requesting in this document will cover our initial
capital investments, as well as running costs (as detailed in 3. ‘Operational Expenses
& 4. Supplies in the ‘Anticipated Budget’ section below), which together will cover
the expenditures for three week-long deployments in eastern Ukraine. This means
that, as a direct result of receiving the funding we seek to carry out this
proposed project, we will have the capacity to rescue and evacuate at least 180
IDPs, and potentially more than 264 IDPs, over the course of our envisioned
three deployments. We intend to conduct these deployments continuously over
the winter months, if we can secure sustained funding. This also means that
many at-risk Ukrainians who would have otherwise been unable to escape the harsh
Ukrainian winter conditions in the midst of a full-scale war will now have the
opportunity to reach safety, with our direct assistance. By opting to evacuate,
civilians whose lives have revolved around simple daily survival for more than 8
months will now be able to live without the fear of freezing to death, starving or
being killed by artillery fire in the ongoing conflict. This proposed project has within
it the real, genuine potential to save many Ukrainian lives and enable those in our
care to begin looking toward a more tangible, brighter future for themselves and
their families, in many cases for the first time since the invasion began.

As previously stated, this proposed mission has full, straightforward up-scalability. If
during our first three missions we realise that our maximum occupancy is
significantly too low for the regional demand, with additional funding we can quickly
add more BetterShelter tents, more food, more fuel, etc. We remain continuously
agile in our planning of this mission, and if the need arises to buy additional supplies
to increase our guest occupancy, we will readily and gladly do it as long as we can
secure the proper funding to be able to do so. The above estimates only indicate
what we know we can accomplish based on the dimensions set forth in this
document, but these results can be greatly upscaled along with the mission itself.

9 International Organization for Migration Staff, UKRAINE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT REPORT, GENERAL
POPULATION SURVEY, ROUND 10 (Geneva: IOM UN Migration, 27 October 2022).
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OUR 7-STAGE PLAN

To ensure the safety, optimization and success of this proposed mission, it is of
paramount importance that all project fundamentals are laid out clearly in a
step-by-step process. To ensure the structural integrity and clarity of this proposed
mission, we have broken our plan into 7 stages: 1. Purchasing, Gathering and
Organisation of All Materials, 2. Volunteer Training, 3. Transportation to Eastern
Ukraine, 4. Establish Emergency Shelter Transit Camp, 5. Camp Logistics, 6. IDP
Evacuations, and 7. Mission Conclusion. The success of our 7-stage plan will mean the
successful care of many desperate Ukrainian civilians, and could mean the successful
westward evacuation of many dozens of IDPs per each week-long deployment. By
receiving funding for three deployments over the course of approximately one
month, we will be enabled to care for hundreds of destitute Ukrainian civilians.

Funding- The initiation and implementation of this project is dictated exclusively by
securing the funding we need to effectively carry out our proposed mission to deploy
the emergency shelter transit camp (Solution 1). This calculated amount for Solution 1
is $39,720. All funding we receive will go exclusively toward this project, without
exception. We do not currently possess the necessary funding to conduct this
significant project, however we do currently possess the volunteers, vehicles,
experience, determination, extensive plan and daily readiness to begin carrying out
our envisioned work in eastern Ukraine once financial support is achieved.

Due to the sensitivity of the situation and potential risks involved, we cannot begin
executing our plan until the total funding we require has been secured for either one
of our two proposals; at a minimum for the mobile emergency shelter transit camp
(Solution 1), or for the complete proposal, including the emergency shelter transit
camp and the Lviv temporary displacement centre (Solution 2), described later in
this document. Initially, we must therefore pass the funding threshold that would
make all our project fundamentals in either of these two proposals executable. We
humbly require this vital financial backing before any substantial action in pursuit of
this project can take place.

Transportation: Our Fleet of Vehicles- The most important material component of
this project that we already possess is our current fleet of vehicles, chiefly a Mercedes
814 bus, along with a Mazda 6 Sport + Trailer, a 2008 Ford Transit and a 2020 Nissan
Navara, which doubles as a tow truck. We also have ties to several organisations that
are engaged in aid deliveries in the recently liberated eastern regions who have
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expressed a willingness to support our efforts by helping to transport people to and
from the emergency shelter transit camp. These organisations include, but are not
limited to: Actions Beyond Words, Paracrew, and the Make A Difference Foundation.

The above-pictured Mercedes 814 bus has been donated to Teleport by the Road to
Ukraine NGO for the express purposes of this mission. This bus, which is currently
stationed at our organisation’s compound property in Lviv, will act as the main
vehicle for transportation of equipment to a new transit camp location, and then
upon arrival, the bus will be converted into a Teleport command centre and
volunteer sleeping quarters for the duration of the week-long deployment. Once
on-site in eastern Ukraine, the bus will only be used as a human transport vehicle in
the unlikely emergency situation where the abandonment of the camp and the swift
evacuation of all personnel and refugees becomes necessary. Local transportation of
civilians in eastern Ukraine desiring humanitarian assistance will be conducted with
our fleet of smaller vehicles, outlined above. These vehicles, primarily our 12-seater
Ford Transit, will be used to shuttle IDPs from our transit camp to train stations in
Kharkiv and Poltava, as the first part of their Teleport-organised evacuation process.

Stage 1: Purchasing, Gathering and Organisation of All Materials- In order to save
precious time, the sourcing of all necessary materials will run in parallel to other
preparatory logistical factors. Once the necessary funding is obtained, the first
materials to be sourced are the upgrades to our Mercedes 814 bus necessary for the
success of this mission. These upgrades include extended storage and winter
capabilities, and will primarily be sourced in the form of raw materials in Ukraine and
completed in collaboration with professional welders and mechanics. While we
make these bus upgrades, we will also purchase all necessary initial items, i.e.
BetterShelter tents, cots, generators, gas heating units, cooking stoves, propane, fuel,
etc. All necessary purchases are outlined in the ‘Anticipated Budget’ section below.
Retail locations in Ukraine and Poland possessing the materials we require have
already been predetermined. All materials will be purchased over the course of
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several days and transported to our compound property outside of Lviv, Ukraine.
Speciality items or items that can be sourced signficiantly cheaper online and
delivered quickly will be ordered and shipped to the location of one of our partners in
Medyka, Poland and subsequently delivered to our compound property. A diesel
generator, a hot water tank and kitchen supplies are already available to us for this
project, and do not need to be purchased. Additionally, we will rent a property in
Poltava which will act as a safehouse for volunteers to recuperate between missions
and prepare for the next deployment. We intend to meticulously yet expeditiously
proceed with Stage 1, being conscious of the pressing reality that time cannot
currently afford to be wasted.

Stage 2: Volunteer Training- Following the successful completion of the bus
upgrades and inventory-gathering, we will transition into the second stage, which
consists of thorough volunteer training. Several volunteers are already on call and
ready to collect at our central location in Lviv, where we will commence a
step-by-step training process for each part of this mission. This includes, but is not
limited to: first aid courses, emergency drills, contingency plans, camp assembly and
disassembly, day and night shift cycles, refugee interaction basics, informational
campaign strategy, and the fundamentals of carrying out organised IDP evacuations
westward. All volunteers will have the chance to thoroughly study this project
proposal as a mission training guide and take all hands-on training courses at our
Lviv compound property. This training process is expected to take less than one
week, and will be conducted while we prepare all other vital mission necessities.

Stage 3: Transportation to Eastern Ukraine- Once these fundamental cornerstones
have been established, we move to the third stage, which consists of physically
packing up and moving all camp materials and all volunteers from our Lviv
compound property to our first point of deployment in eastern Ukraine. We will
embark on this journey with our fleet of four vehicles, led by the Mercedes 814 bus.
During this relocation eastward, the last consumables will be purchased, which will
primarily consist of fresh and expireable foods and beverages. We have ready access
to an extensive informational network inside the recently liberated areas, consisting
of local residents, local officials and humanitarian organisations. This trusted, reliable
network provides us with up-to-date information about prospective camp locations
and the expected level of the influx of destitute local civilians. The indispensable
information we receive will direct our mobile emergency shelter transit camp to an
optimal location: outside of artillery range and where our sources indicate the
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camp’s pressing need. This will help mitigate camp placement errors and the waste
of precious resources; namely, fuel, energy and time.

Stage 4: Establish Emergency Shelter Transit Camp- The emergency shelter transit
camp will be set up in a prior-scouted location where access to sanitary equipment is
available and the area has been thoroughly checked for unexploded ordnance. The
camp is prohibited from being deployed within range of any Russian short to
medium range artillery or rocket launcher systems, which generally have a
maximum range of up to 90 km. We take the safe placement of our camp extremely
seriously and fully understand the threats and risks that face us in this mission. After
a location has been agreed upon and physically arrived at, our volunteers will
assemble all necessary camp equipment and structures. This includes setting up the
Mercedes 814 bus as a command centre, constructing the three BetterShelter tents
for guest accommodation, preparing the generator, food, all electric wiring, all
heating and lighting. The estimated time that this full setup will take is roughly 8-12
hours maximum. At the end of our first day on site (“day zero”) our volunteers will
meet collectively and coordinate the following day’s objectives. We do not expect a
significant influx of refugees on day zero, but if curious and desperate locals come to
our camp during setup, they will be welcomed into our care and educated about the
fundamental functions of this emergency shelter transit camp in the form of
prepared informational material written out in both Ukrainian and Russian.

Visualisation of the mobile emergency shelter transit camp’s basic layout, made up of the floorplan of the three
BetterShelter tents, attached heating units and bus command centre.

More information/schematics can be found in the separate attached document entitled “Layout”.
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Stage 5: Camp Logistics- Once our emergency shelter transit camp is set up and all
volunteers are ready to begin scouting the region, we then begin our informational
campaign in the local area using our smaller vehicles, making contact with locals
and informing them about our camp and its purpose to provide a warm, secure
place for at-risk civilians to sleep, eat hot food and be quickly evacuated westward if
they so choose. Rural communities and small villages will be initially targeted for
contact and consultation, followed by urban areas with significant structural damage
and resource deprivation. Printed informational sheets in Ukrainian and Russian will
be distributed, outlining our mission and providing detailed instructions of how to
find our location. At this stage, we expect locals to begin arriving at the camp, where
our volunteers will compassionately receive them and provide them with designated
warm sleeping arrangements in our BetterShelter tents, which we have designed to
each comfortably accommodate up to 8 guests each (with space for 24 guests in
total across our three tents).

In addition to our team of 10 Teleport volunteer staff members, all those seeking
refuge with us will also be provided with hot food twice per day, with snacks always
available between hot meals. The budgeting for the required amounts of hot food,
calculated in consultation with an experienced humanitarian chef, has been
considered and is outlined below in the ‘Anticipated Budget’ section. Should the
camp’s capacity not reach the maximum of 24 guests (not including staff), we will
continue our informational campaign further away from the camp’s location in
different local areas, filling the camp until we have no more space available. If locals
come to us asking for support while the camp is at maximum occupancy (24 guests),
we will not be able to take them in, however we will give them hot food and a care
package before they depart. As IDPs depart from our camp in our vehicles for
evacuation westward, new space will open up in our camp for more arrivals. We will
then happily admit newcomers who decide to stay in our camp or make plans with
them to evacuate westward.

Stage 6: IDP Evacuations- All guests of our camp will be given two options: stay with
us in our camp for our week-long deployment, where they will receive warmth, food,
water, shelter and a secure place to sleep, or, if they opt to evacuate from their
region, they may commit to a Teleport-organised evacuation westward. We
anticipate that a significant number of civilians who come to us for support will opt
to evacuate. After making it clear that all in our care who would like to leave the
region can do so in collaboration with us, we will work closely with each prospective
IDP to gain insight into the individual situations, desires and constraints of each
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person. All prospective IDPs will be given a list of destination options, including
Kharkiv, Poltava, Kyiv, Lviv, and Poland. If these IDPs cannot afford the cost of train
tickets to a chosen destination, Teleport will fully fund their railway travel to ensure
they can successfully evacuate. Funding for IDP train travel has been meticulously
calculated and accounted for in the ‘Anticipated Budget’ section below. For those
who prefer to leave Ukraine and become refugees in the European Union, we will
enable them to reach Poland by train, where we will direct them to the most optimal
local refugee welcome centre. At this refugee welcome centre in Poland, we will
“pass the baton” onto our trusted Polish humanitarian partners so that these new
refugees receive the care they need to reach their final destination in the EU.

For those choosing to evacuate from the east but remain in Ukraine (as we expect to
be the case for the majority of evacuees), we will work with them individually to
determine which Ukrainian destination they prefer, if any. With this information, we
can begin mapping out the best solution for every person. Then we will do our due
diligence in coordination with the IDP centres in these Ukrainian cities to determine
a specific location where the new IDP will be properly cared for. If a city’s IDP centres
all reach maximum capacity, that city will be removed from the list of destinations.
Once a destination city and IDP centre is agreed upon, IDP evacuation from our
transit camp will commence once we are able to fill the capacity of at least one of our
three smaller vehicles. Given the capacity of our Ford Transit, we expect to be able to
evacuate at least 12 people per day, and potentially even more with our other
available vehicles. Once train tickets have been purchased and an evacuation begins,
the fully-occupied vehicle will shuttle IDPs from our camp to Kharkiv train station or
Poltava train station. The volunteer driver will ensure that all IDPs successfully reach
the train station, receive their tickets, arrive at the correct platform and get on the
correct train, instructing them on how to reach their chosen city and providing the
address of the selected IDP centre there. If the IDP centre is a considerable distance
from the train station in the destination city, we will provide the IDPs with funds to
pay for a taxi to reach their final destination. Once our IDPs arrive in the city they
selected, we will double check with them to ensure that they arrive at the IDP centre
safely and successfully, thus completing their Teleport-organised evacuation.

Stage 7: Mission Conclusion- On day 4 or 5 of our mission, 2-3 days before the end of
the expected 7-day deployment of the camp at a particular location, we expect to be
forced to stop admitting new guests. This precaution is in place in order to prevent
unexpected longer deployments, the subsequent depletion of funds and volunteer
energy, and to ensure that all guests who opt to evacuate will be able to do so in an
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orderly fashion with our assistance. In the event of a special circumstance or
emergency, the camp's duration can and will be extended, as long as our continued
well-being, financial viability and safe return westward can be guaranteed.

After seven days of full operation, our emergency shelter transit camp’s mission in
the area comes to an end. Those who declined to be evacuated but have remained in
our care will be notified of the coming conclusion of the camp’s functions and will be
given a care package departing gift consisting of warming packets, warming cream,
and mylar blankets. After the last of these locals depart from our camp, the entire
camp will be thoroughly cleaned up and then completely disassembled. All materials
and equipment will be loaded into our vehicles. Once the disassembly and loading is
complete, the journey back towards our Poltava property will begin. All participating
volunteers will be given a three-day rest period in Poltava before the next
deployment begins. The next deployment will take place either in the same area as
the first mission (if the ongoing need for evacuation continues to present itself), or,
based on data from our vital regional informational network, we will deploy to new
area of the recently-liberated eastern territories to dedicatedly continue our work to
help warm, shelter, feed and evacuate more despairing civilians trapped in the
war-torn region.

RISK ASSESSMENT & CONTINGENCY PLANNING

We have conducted a thorough risk assessment to identify any potential hazards
that may negatively impact our mission, analysing their impact and likelihoods, and
applying risk mitigation plans and actions where possible. The purpose of this risk
assessment is to highlight any vulnerabilities in our plan of operations and to apply
certain courses of action/contingency planning to ensure the continued integrity of
the mission. Where there is a greater risk score in our separately-attached Risk
Assessment document, we predict a higher likelihood of an event transpiring and
subsequently more mitigation methods and contingency plans have been
considered. An insight into the categories of risk we have considered include people,
transport, the camp, communications and cyber, economic, technical failure, water,
sanitation and hygiene, food, safeguarding, weather, insecurities and hostilities,
contamination of land with explosives, physical constraints and the political situation.
Below are a few examples of some of our existing contingency considerations. Our
full list is much longer. For extensive details about our full risk assessment and
contingency plans, please refer to the attached Risk Assessment document.
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1. Low number of guests in a given area: It is possible, given the resilience of
the Ukrainian population, to be naturally hesitant about leaving their homes or
accepting help, even in a time of war. As a result of this, after setting up in a
particular area where we expect to receive local refugees, we may be surprised
to find out that the unlikely event occurs that there are not as many people as
we expected who come to us to either stay with us or evacuate. This
unexpected situation would result in not using the capacity of the camp to its
full extent and potential, even with prior communication, information and
clearance from local residents and organisations. In this event, the camp can
be quickly packed up and redeployed to a new area where traffic of deprived
local civilians and prospective IDPs is deemed significantly higher.

2. High number of guests, high capacity required: Given the various data we
have studied, we may face a situation where there are too many IDPs for us to
be able to adequately accommodate. If the stream of desperate people fleeing
the violence and winter is too high, in future deployments the camp would be
able to be upscaled and enlarged by constructing additional tents, gathering
more supplies and food, and increasing trips with our transport vehicles. For
this to become a reality, additional funding would be required to
accommodate larger future missions, which can be easily calculated.

3. Ukrainian permanent shelters capacity exhausted: The concern already
exists that IDP shelter locations all across Ukraine are currently being pushed
to maximum occupancy, prior to the onset of winter. In the event that many
permanent shelter locations across Ukraine are too full to accommodate more
IDPs, we will work on individualised plans to transport our refugees either to
the closest shelters with free space, or into the EU, particularly into Poland,
where we have a proven track record in the cities of Chełm and Przemyśl.

4. A sudden wave of bombings or a Russian counter-attack/offensive: The
realities of full-scale war must always be kept in mind. A combat frontline is
often not static; it shifts back and forth, sometimes very quickly. We therefore
must always be aware that the deployment location we chose may suddenly
become unsafe, due to potential increased local air attacks, advancing Russian
artillery positions or the approach of Russian ground forces. In the event that
the location of our transit camp, previously in a “safe area” away from the
frontline, faces an increase in air attacks, nearby shelling or a coming
advance/offensive from the Russian Armed Forces, we will quickly pack up the
camp in under one day and evacuate all personnel and guests further west,
away from the danger. We have thoroughly discussed this potential and the
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camp will be organised and built to be able to be quickly torn down, packed
up and moved in a matter of hours in the event of any acute emergency
situation. If the security situation deteriorates dramatically and quickly, we will
simply abandon the camp and its structures, load all personnel and guests
into the bus and the fleet of smaller vehicles, and swiftly evacuate the area.

ANTICIPATED BUDGET

The expected budget for this project has been broken down into four different main
categories of expense: The Bus, The Emergency Shelter Transit Camp, Operational
Expenses, and Supplies. The total cost per each of the four sections is given, with a
transparent line-item-by-line-item breakdown of each total. All amounts listed below
have been arrived at after weeks of meticulous research by our dedicated team. All
funding donated to this project will go exclusively toward the materials listed below,
without exception. If there are any questions, comments or concerns about any of
the items and their prices, please do not hesitate to contact us for clarification.

PLEASE NOTE: The costs of sections 3. & 4. (‘Operational Expenses’ & ‘Supplies’)
represent the financial needs calculated to enable three week-long Teleport
deployments in eastern Ukraine. To continue this mission past these three
deployments, which we would very much like to do, sustained funding would be
necessary to continue to pay for the running costs.

All line items which show “(sourced)” are items which we already own and will need
for this project, but will therefore not need to be purchased as part of this budget.

If any monetary excess arises if items can be sourced more affordably, leftover funds
will either be moved into funding items which have exceeded the expected price or
exclusively dedicated to our future humanitarian missions.

1. The Bus

1.1. Equipment
1.1.1.1. Snow Chains ($500)
1.1.1.2. Boards, in case the bus gets stuck ($20)

1.1.2. Blizzard response

https://www.amazon.com/AutoSock-AL79-Size-AL79-Chain-Alternative/dp/B0096NBIH6/ref=sr_1_4?crid=3I2O3LRIY3DXD&keywords=snow+chains+bus&qid=1666151354&refresh=1&sprefix=snow+chains+bus%2Caps%2C2178&sr=8-4
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1.1.2.1.1. Portable Blowtorch ($60)
1.1.2.1.2. Shovels (sourced)

1.1.3. Safety/Emergency equipment
1.1.3.1. Spare bulb & fuse kits ($20)
1.1.3.2. Tire changing kit (sourced)
1.1.3.3. Compressor ($30)
1.1.3.4. Spare Battery + Charger ($250)
1.1.3.5. Car Jack (sourced)
1.1.3.6. Spare Screws ($10)
1.1.3.7. Electric Drill (sourced)
1.1.3.8. Tire Repair Kit ($30)
1.1.3.9. Road Flares ($35)

1.1.3.10. Snow shovels                                                 ($50)

1.2. Upgrades
1.2.1. Seating

1.2.1.1. Foldable, space-saving bus seats ($200)10

1.2.2. Lighting
1.2.2.1. Additional exterior lighting ($60)
1.2.2.2. Additional interior lighting ($60)
1.2.2.3. Structural Integrity upgrades ($150)

1.3. Prior maintenance work
1.3.1. Tires

1.3.1.1. Spare tires ($160)
1.3.1.2. Tire pressure gauge ($5)

1.3.2. Internal electricity maintenance
1.3.2.1. Bus Gauge Repair ($150)

1.3.3. Oil Change
1.3.3.1.1. Filter + Oil ($100)

1.3.4. Electricity
1.3.4.1. Long Cable (One cable drum) (sourced)

10 These will be cost-effectively manufactured as simple boards connected to a hinge that can fold down if
necessary.

https://www.amazon.com/Powerful-Culinary-Blowtorch-Intensity-Adjustment/dp/B09JYYBD5Y/ref=sr_1_11?crid=5X6BCCMRJUB4&keywords=Blowtorch&qid=1666151715&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjI4IiwicXNhIjoiNC42MCIsInFzcCI6IjQuMzQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=blowtorch%2Caps%2C476&sr=8-11
https://www.amazon.com/Powerful-Culinary-Blowtorch-Intensity-Adjustment/dp/B09JYYBD5Y/ref=sr_1_11?crid=5X6BCCMRJUB4&keywords=Blowtorch&qid=1666151715&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjI4IiwicXNhIjoiNC42MCIsInFzcCI6IjQuMzQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=blowtorch%2Caps%2C476&sr=8-11
https://www.amazon.com/Wakauto-Automotive-Emergency-Replacement-Lighting/dp/B08X71NJ2D/ref=sr_1_3?crid=29309MRVUYFFG&keywords=Spare+bulb+and+fuse+kit&qid=1666152426&sprefix=spare+bulb+and+fuse+kit%2Caps%2C503&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Powerful-Culinary-Blowtorch-Intensity-Adjustment/dp/B09JYYBD5Y/ref=sr_1_11?crid=5X6BCCMRJUB4&keywords=Blowtorch&qid=1666151715&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjI4IiwicXNhIjoiNC42MCIsInFzcCI6IjQuMzQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=blowtorch%2Caps%2C476&sr=8-11
https://www.amazon.com/Helteko-Portable-Compressor-Pump-150PSI/dp/B07789PTPG/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=366Y7WOV9YN2E&keywords=Compressor+car&qid=1666152478&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI0LjE0IiwicXNhIjoiMy43MyIsInFzcCI6IjMuMzgifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=spare+bulb+and+fuse+kit%2Caps%2C330&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Powerful-Culinary-Blowtorch-Intensity-Adjustment/dp/B09JYYBD5Y/ref=sr_1_11?crid=5X6BCCMRJUB4&keywords=Blowtorch&qid=1666151715&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjI4IiwicXNhIjoiNC42MCIsInFzcCI6IjQuMzQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=blowtorch%2Caps%2C476&sr=8-11
https://exist.ua/uk/varta-brand/batareja-akumuljatorna-varta-promotive-black-12v-120ach-680a-en-l-plus-620045068a742-23666816/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwkt6aBhDKARIsAAyeLJ1TjQvxBC8VQ1KJXKfup9mJzJ_E5feSNW8WkNCP9Mcm6mV8kOQmZmsaAtCEEALw_wcB
https://www.amazon.com/Powerful-Culinary-Blowtorch-Intensity-Adjustment/dp/B09JYYBD5Y/ref=sr_1_11?crid=5X6BCCMRJUB4&keywords=Blowtorch&qid=1666151715&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjI4IiwicXNhIjoiNC42MCIsInFzcCI6IjQuMzQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=blowtorch%2Caps%2C476&sr=8-11
https://www.amazon.com/AUTOWN-Universal-Puncture-Motorcycles-Tractor/dp/B07VMDHR7F/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=254G5G4VUY3T9&keywords=TIRE+repair+kit&qid=1666152571&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjU3IiwicXNhIjoiNS40MyIsInFzcCI6IjUuMTgifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=tire+repair+%2Caps%2C574&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Powerful-Culinary-Blowtorch-Intensity-Adjustment/dp/B09JYYBD5Y/ref=sr_1_11?crid=5X6BCCMRJUB4&keywords=Blowtorch&qid=1666151715&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjI4IiwicXNhIjoiNC42MCIsInFzcCI6IjQuMzQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=blowtorch%2Caps%2C476&sr=8-11
https://www.amazon.com/Tobfit-Emergency-Roadside-Flashing-Batteries/dp/B07K3YFMVH/ref=sr_1_2?crid=344R3LYAPS3M0&keywords=Road+flare&qid=1666152615&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI0Ljg2IiwicXNhIjoiNC4xMyIsInFzcCI6IjQuMTMifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=road+flar%2Caps%2C523&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Nilight-Triple-Driving-Off-road-Harness/dp/B07X3GR2SD/ref=sr_1_2?crid=11AGY8DQUG5V8&keywords=Lightbar+car&qid=1666152753&qu=eyJxc2MiOiIzLjM5IiwicXNhIjoiMC4wMCIsInFzcCI6IjAuMDAifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=lightbar+ca%2Caps%2C279&sr=8-2
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1.3.4.2. 12V bus batteries, 2 pcs. ($500)
1.3.4.3. Wiring for heating unit ($20)

1.4. Storage
1.4.1. Water tank

1.4.1.1. Internal Water Tank, 200L ($300)
1.4.1.2. External Water Tank for Backup, 100L ($210)

1.4.2. Extending internal storage capacities
1.4.2.1. Storage crates and boxes ($200)

1.4.3. Extending roof storage capacities
1.4.3.1. Roof Storage

1.4.3.1.1. Roof Rack ($300)
1.4.3.1.2. Ladder ($50)

1.4.3.1.2.1. Ladder Holder ($90)
1.4.3.1.3. Straps, Containers & Tarps ($200)
1.4.3.1.4. Welding Tools Rental ($100)

1.4.3.2. Increase roof integrity
1.4.3.2.1. Internal rebars ($100)

1.4.4. Gas Canister, 25 pcs. ($375)

Total: ($4,335)

2. The Emergency Shelter Transit Camp

2.1. Electricity
2.1.1. Cable Drums ($200)
2.1.2. WiFi Router (sourced)
2.1.3. Generator (sourced)
2.1.4. Backup Generator Small ($250)

2.2. Communication
2.2.1. Satellite Phones for areas with outages ($1,100)

2.2.1.1. Monthly plan ($100)
2.2.2. Handheld radios, 10 pcs. ($150)

https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://exist.ua/uk/varta-brand/batareja-akumuljatorna-varta-promotive-black-12v-120ach-680a-en-l-plus-620045068a742-23666816/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwkt6aBhDKARIsAAyeLJ1TjQvxBC8VQ1KJXKfup9mJzJ_E5feSNW8WkNCP9Mcm6mV8kOQmZmsaAtCEEALw_wcB
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/MAGFYLY-Thickening-Food-Grade-Rectangular-Household/dp/B096WWTKH5/ref=sr_1_7?keywords=Water%2Btank%2B200l&qid=1666153420&sr=8-7&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B096WTVF1G/ref=twister_B096WWDN6K?_encoding=UTF8&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.castorama.pl/result/?q=Drabina
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/StarONE-Universal-Aluminum-Enclosed-Exterior/dp/B08HK1NR83/ref=sr_1_7?crid=2VGMK58HR7YVP&keywords=Van+ladder&qid=1666153803&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjA0IiwicXNhIjoiNC4wMyIsInFzcCI6IjIuODAifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=van+ladd%2Caps%2C309&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/bagmate-Military-Grade-Waterproof-Roof-Bag/dp/B094JBM285/ref=sr_1_4?crid=AL6TWPL4823Y&keywords=Roof+storage+containers&qid=1666153973&sprefix=roof+storage+container%2Caps%2C348&sr=8-4
https://www.bauhaus.info/stromerzeuger/herkules-inverter-stromerzeuger-hse-iw-1100e5/p/28255936
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2.3. Shelter
2.3.1. Tables

2.3.1.1. Large Camping Tables (foldable), 5 pcs. ($400)
2.3.2. Seating

2.3.2.1. Camping chairs (foldable), 10 pcs. ($200)
2.3.3. Sleeping

2.3.3.1. Field beds, 25pcs. ($1,250)
2.3.3.2. Volunteer Field Beds, 10 pcs. ($500)
2.3.3.3. Sleeping Bags, Winter Grade, 35 pcs. ($1,750)
2.3.3.4. Blankets (partially sourced)

2.3.3.4.1. Wool + Synthetic, 20 pcs. ($200)
2.3.4. Structures

2.3.4.1. “BetterShelter” Tents, 3 pcs. ($3,000)
2.3.4.2. Gazebo cover (for generator) (sourced)

2.4. Food preparation
2.4.1. Gas cooking stoves, 2 pcs. ($70)
2.4.2. Electric Hotplates, 2 pcs. ($40)
2.4.3. Pots & Pans (Small) (sourced)
2.4.4. Pots (Big 25L<) ($200)
2.4.5. Paper bowls, Cutlery, Plates & Cups ($50)

2.5. Hygiene
2.5.1. Hygiene supplies ($100)

2.5.1.1. Antibacterial wipes (sourced)
2.5.1.2. Deodorant ($50)
2.5.1.3. Toothbrush and Toothpaste ($50)

2.6. Storage
2.6.1. Trash

2.6.1.1. Trash bins ($20)
2.6.1.2. Trash bags ($10)

2.6.2. Refrigerated box (sourced)

https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/VIVO-Portable-Military-Carrying-Included/dp/B00OM23ZS6/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2IR0DT361GHXY&keywords=Field+beds&qid=1666154683&sprefix=field+%2Caps%2C594&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/VIVO-Portable-Military-Carrying-Included/dp/B00OM23ZS6/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2IR0DT361GHXY&keywords=Field+beds&qid=1666154683&sprefix=field+%2Caps%2C594&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Degree-Winter-Sleeping-camping-350GSM/dp/B075HGJ54K/ref=sr_1_4?crid=3AJZ44EAUTE74&keywords=winter+sleeping+bag+-20C&qid=1666154850&sprefix=winter+sleeping+bag+-20c%2Caps%2C593&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/GS-3400P-Portable-Backpacking-Emergency-Preparedness/dp/B01HQRD8EO/ref=sr_1_2?crid=30N1JTBVJVKES&keywords=Gas+Stove&qid=1666154950&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjEzIiwicXNhIjoiNi41MyIsInFzcCI6IjUuNTIifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=ga%2Caps%2C852&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Portable-Aluminum-Organizer-Carrying-Collapsible/dp/B08SVMXHD1/ref=sxin_15_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d%3Aamzn1.sym.6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&crid=37605E1IF5RC6&cv_ct_cx=foldable+camping+table&keywords=foldable+camping+table&pd_rd_i=B08SVMXHD1&pd_rd_r=26e58303-c046-4d66-aecd-ef7ef0736839&pd_rd_w=Ad4wx&pd_rd_wg=YhIPv&pf_rd_p=6b029eb3-7d41-4744-b45d-69fe835e098d&pf_rd_r=CAGF3GRAQ2SRQZ73EMKR&qid=1666154341&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjA1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjYuMDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=foldable+camping+tab%2Caps%2C475&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Elite-Cuisine-ESB-301BF-Electric-Indicator/dp/B00C8C5I7I/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2MVAX0GYBR538&keywords=Hotplate&qid=1666155095&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjA5IiwicXNhIjoiNC41OSIsInFzcCI6IjQuMjAifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=hotpla%2Caps%2C802&sr=8-3
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2.7. Hygiene
2.7.1. Portable Toilet ($100)

2.7.1.1. Toilet Paper ($60)

2.8. Heating
2.8.1. Heating units

2.8.1.1. Electric 4pcs. ($280)
2.8.1.2. Gas Heating units 10,000 BTU, 4 pcs. ($560)11

2.8.1.2.1. Backup, 1 pc. ($140)

2.9. Lighting
2.9.1. Head Torches, 10 pcs. ($260)
2.9.2. Internal lighting for tents ($200)

2.9.2.1. Energy saving bulbs ($50)
2.9.2.2. Light strips ($30)

2.9.3. External lighting for camp ($200)
2.9.3.1. Longer wavelength lighting ($40)

2.9.3.1.1. Red light bulbs ($50)
2.9.3.1.2. Red light strips ($30)

2.10. Protection
2.10.1. Personal Protection Equipment ($1,000)

2.10.1.1. Ballistic vests (sourced)
2.10.1.2. Protective clothing

2.10.1.2.1. Warm jackets and pants (incl.)
2.10.1.2.2. Tear resistant clothes (incl.)
2.10.1.2.3. Gloves (incl.)
2.10.1.2.4. Hats (incl.)

11 We will utilise 10,000 BTU gas heaters, which will be connected to propane bottles with a 27 liter (11kg)
capacity. A single propane bottle would be used up in 70 hours, meaning that we would need 2.4 propane
bottles per gas heater, per 7-day mission. With 4 structures (3 tents, 1 bus) we would require 9.6 bottles
over a 7 day duration, and to plan for emergency extensions of the camp, we would require a safety stock
of 4 extra bottles. This comes to a total of 12 bottles that we predict will be necessary per mission.

https://www.amazon.com/KopBeau-Oscillating-Electric-Portable-Thermostat/dp/B0B2W3NWJ7/ref=sr_1_4_sspa?crid=3L22JO5GJI7IB&keywords=eLECTRIC+HEATER&qid=1667345436&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjUxIiwicXNhIjoiNy4xMyIsInFzcCI6IjYuNjQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=electric+heater%2Caps%2C268&sr=8-4-spons&psc=1&smid=APSFX1906AEJ1
https://www.amazon.com/HearthSense-Dual-Ventless-Flame-Heater/dp/B09KS5JN3X/ref=sr_1_5?crid=29FGGDCSWCNRD&keywords=10000+btu+gas+heaters&qid=1667345340&qu=eyJxc2MiOiIxLjg1IiwicXNhIjoiMC4wMCIsInFzcCI6IjAuMDAifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=10000+btu+gas+heaters%2Caps%2C317&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/Rechargeable-Headlamp-Waterproof-Hunting-Fishing/dp/B09T5RNFZY/ref=sr_1_7?crid=37HBXL18UCZS3&keywords=Red+military+outside+light&qid=1666155974&sprefix=red+military+out%2Caps%2C3463&sr=8-7
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2.11. First Aid
2.11.1.1. IFAKS (sourced)
2.11.1.2. First Aid Kits (sourced)
2.11.1.3. Penicillin ($100)

Total: ($12,790)

3. Operational Expenses

3.1. Housing
3.1.1. Rented Poltava housing between operations ($500)12

3.1.1.1. Showers and Beds (incl.)
3.1.1.2. Social Space (incl.)

3.1.2. Facilities to clean cookware (incl.)

3.2. Fuel Expenses13

3.2.1. Camp relocation to eastern area ($700)14

3.2.2. Gas (Propane)
3.2.2.1. Propane bottles 11 kg, 12 pcs. ($540)
3.2.2.2. Propane Filling 11 kg each, 36 pcs. ($900)15

3.2.3. Gas (cartridges)
3.2.3.1. Gas cartridges for stoves, 10pcs. ($50)

3.2.4. Supply runs, Camp ←→ Kharkiv ($250)
3.2.5. Generator fuel ($650)
3.2.6. Guest/IDP shuttle transportation (Diesel fuel)

3.2.6.1. Guest shuttle service from liberated towns → camp  ($400)
3.2.6.2. IDP shuttle service from camp ←→ Kharkiv/Poltava    ($400)

15 Given our calculations we would have to refill all 12 bottles before each mission, a total of 36 times a
month.

14 Calculated cost in fuel of transporting the bus, equipment, and vehicle fleet to the eastern regions of
Kharkiv Oblast. The Mercedes 814 bus takes roughly 16.85 liters for 100 km distance.

13 These fuel expenses are calculated to cover the one-month, three-deployment duration of the mobile
emergency shelter transit camp and all needed transportation during that time frame.

12 A property in Poltava will be rented for the duration of one month, which would enable us to conduct
three deployments for seven days each, and one week cumulatively for rest, resupplying, cleaning and
maintenance at the rental property.

https://www.obi.de/gas/propan-fuellung-11-kg-fuer-eigentumsflasche-nur-fuellung-ohne-flasche-/p/5700331
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3.3. Evacuation funds
3.3.1. Train tickets for economically-disadvantaged IDPs ($8,820)16

3.3.2. IDP taxi transportation in destination city ($500)17

3.4. Emergency funds
3.4.1. Breakdown Fund ($300)
3.4.2. Emergency Housing Fund ($300)
3.4.3. Volunteer Stipends 10 x $100 ($1,000)
3.4.4. Car Maintenance Fund ($300)
3.4.5. Emergency fuel fund ($500)
3.4.6. Camp maintenance and modifications ($150)18

Total: ($16,260)

4. Supplies

4.1. Food
4.1.1. 2 hot meals per person, per day ($4,500)19

4.1.2. Non-perishable foods (snacks) (sourced)

4.2. Beverages
4.2.1. Water ($350)
4.2.2. Tea ($25)
4.2.3. Coffee ($50)

19 This hot meal cost has been arrived at in consultation with an experienced humanitarian chef in Ukraine,
who advised us that each meal will cost an average of $3. $3 meals for 35 people twice per day is $1,470
per week, or ~$4,500 in foodstuffs for three week-long deployments.

18 Fund which can be tapped into if modifications need to be done in camp that require additional materials
for things like insulation, repairs, etc.

17 This will only cover the cost of one taxi ride from the destination-city train station to the predetermined
final destination IDP centre.

16 This amount comes from the following calculation: a train ticket from Kharkiv, Ukraine to Przemyśl, Poland
costs an average of $35 per passenger. To ensure that in the event all guests desiring evacuation by train
want to become refugees of the EU, we must have this amount readily available as a maximum expense, to
ensure all who opt to evacuate will be enabled to with our support. In the event of one of our partner
organisations expressing a willingness to transport IDPs further west, part of these funds will be used to
support the gas expenses of said partner organisation.
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4.3. Baby Supplies
4.3.1. Diapers ($150)
4.3.2. Baby formula ($300)

4.4. Hygiene
4.4.1. Women's Hygiene Products

4.4.1.1. Pads (sourced)
4.4.1.2. Tampons (sourced)

4.5. Guest Care Packages (Ongoing Personal Warmth)
4.5.1. Heats Packs, 240 pcs. ($200)
4.5.2. Mylar Blankets, 200 pcs. ($160)
4.5.3. Wool + Synthetic Blankets ($200)
4.5.4. Warming Cream, 200 pcs. ($400)

Total: ($6,335)

INITIAL COST*………..…….………………………………………...$17,125

RUNNING COST**………………..…………………………………$22,595

TOTAL MISSION COST.…………………………………………..$39,720

* “Initial Cost” represents the one-time-purchase materials and equipment that will
be bought for this total price at the start of this project, which will enter the inventory
of the Teleport Organisation for the exclusive purposes of this mission. Sections 1. & 2.
(‘The Bus’ & ‘The Emergency Shelter Transit Camp’) represent these capital assets.
Once funding is secured and these assets are purchased, they will not be needed to
be purchased again for further deployments. The careful maintenance of these
indispensable assets will be ensured.

** “Running Cost” represents the financial expenditures calculated for three
deployments over the course of one month, of vitally-necessary items which can be
considered “consumables”. These recurring expenses include fuel, propane, food,
water, IDP train tickets, etc. The costs of sections 3. & 4. (‘Operational Expenses’ &
‘Supplies’) represent these financial needs, calculated to enable three week-long

https://www.amazon.com/Primacare-PHP-45-Instant-Pack-Cover/dp/B0185R0CKW/ref=sr_1_7?crid=43A3PA4PJMYK&keywords=heatpacks&qid=1667347279&qu=eyJxc2MiOiIzLjE0IiwicXNhIjoiMi45MSIsInFzcCI6IjIuMjUifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=heatpacks%2Caps%2C328&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/SearQing-Emergency-Blankets-Camping-Marathons/dp/B09MYRHTDS/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=10EXA7S0ORPQZ&keywords=Space+blankets&qid=1667347362&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI0Ljk4IiwicXNhIjoiNC42NCIsInFzcCI6IjQuNDEifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=space+blankets%2Caps%2C267&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1
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Teleport deployments in eastern Ukraine. For additional deployments beyond this
envisioned three-deployment budget, additional funding to cover further running
costs would be necessary to enable the further continuation of our mission. To
continue this mission past these three deployments, which we would very much like
to do, sustained funding would be necessary.

The combination of the initial cost and the running cost equals the total mission
cost for this proposed humanitarian project to go into action ($39,720).

All prices above are educated, researched estimates. To ensure that we have the
necessary funding to be safe, efficient and effective, some prices have been rounded
up for quality-assurance purposes. All of our expenses will remain completely and
readily transparent, and we are always readily available for questions. Any excess
funds will flow exclusively and directly into future deployments of this emergency
shelter transit camp. In order to cost-effectively structure this project, many of our
bus modifications will not be store-bought, but produced by us and our partners in
high-quality. If we achieve funding for this project, we fully commit and assure our
utmost attention to the astute financial management and optimisation of all funds.

SOLUTION 2: EMERGENCY SHELTER TRANSIT CAMP + TELEPORT
TEMPORARY DISPLACEMENT CENTRE IN LVIV OBLAST

The deployment of our mobile emergency shelter transit camp in eastern Ukraine
would be complemented by additionally converting our organisation’s compound
property in western Ukraine into a temporary displacement centre, capable of
supporting a population of 50 of our IDPs who had elected to be evacuated from our
mobile emergency shelter transit camp in eastern Ukraine. We believe that with
more funding, we can further mitigate the negative consequences of the
winterization crisis through this synergetic plan. We propose that with a funding
increase of an additional $33,705, the Teleport Organisation will open its own
temporary IDP centre, formulated according to the specifications of the UNHCR
camp site planning minimum standards.

As winter sets in and the conflict continues unabated, the number of IDPs across
Ukraine is beginning to significantly increase once more. Between the 17th and 28th
of October 2022 alone, an additional 149,311 Ukrainian IDPs were registered
nationwide, 117,593 of whom were registered in the western macro-region of Ukraine,

https://emergency.unhcr.org/entry/45581/camp-site-planning-minimum-standards
https://emergency.unhcr.org/entry/45581/camp-site-planning-minimum-standards
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representing an 8% increase in the total IDP population of that region in less than
two weeks and adding to the current total of 885,196 registered IDPs in western
Ukraine. Due to the escalating magnitude of the humanitarian crisis and the20

millions of Ukrainians who have already fled their homes, the IDP population is
increasing and displacement centres throughout Ukraine are reaching maximum
capacity. Significant masses of civilians —and especially those in the eastern Donbas
region— either do not have a means to escape their war-torn regions and/or have
nowhere to go for adequate refuge during the coming winter months. According to
the Center for Strategic and International Studies, “Finding durable housing
solutions is challenging because of the difficulty and danger of moving within areas
of active fighting and because of overall resource constraints. Indiscriminate shelling
and missile attacks have targeted and destroyed critical civilian infrastructure. About
15.7 million people across Ukraine are in need of humanitarian assistance.” The21

severity of the ongoing humanitarian crisis is increasing and requires rapid
humanitarian solutions to mitigate the consequences of the onset of the wartime
Ukrainian winter. Through this proposed funding increase, our Lviv displacement
centre will provide short-term living accommodations for 50 IDPs at a time, giving
stability to those civilians who have just fled their homes in the eastern regions,
where our mobile emergency shelter transit camp will be deployed helping to
support and evacuate civilians who would perhaps otherwise not have been able to
obtain this vital humanitarian assistance.

Building, opening and operating this temporary displacement centre increases the
attractiveness of evacuation for those hesitant to leave their region despite their
vulnerability, and creates an optimised, synergetic relationship on both ends of our
mission. Through this second solution, we will give our IDPs more structure, security
and stability. We predict that some of our IDPs who do not have a specific
destination city in mind will prefer to evacuate to our displacement centre in Lviv, as
we will have built trust with them at the emergency shelter transit camp in eastern
Ukraine. By pledging to evacuate these IDPs and provide them with further
accommodations in our continued care, we will be able to do more to put their
minds at ease about their short- to medium- term future. The purpose of this
displacement centre will be to provide IDPs with short-term living accommodations
while we work out a more medium- to long- term living solution for them elsewhere,

21 Erol Yayboke, “Update on Forced Displacement around Ukraine,” Center for Strategic and International
Studies, 3 October, 2022, https://www.csis.org/analysis/update-forced-displacement-around-ukraine.

20 IOM Displacement Tracking Matrix at the Global Data Institute, AREA BASELINE ASSESSMENT,
UKRAINE–ROUND 15 (Geneva: United Nations International Organisation for Migration, 28 October 2022),
1-2.
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such as at more-permanent displacement centres in Ukraine or abroad in the
European Union. According to the UN’s International Organisation for Migration, 23%
of current IDPs in Ukraine are considering moving abroad. Given this, we expect a22

significant percentage of those IDPs we help evacuate to choose to go abroad.
Teleport’s temporary displacement centre may act as their final stop in Ukraine
before they enter the European Union as refugees with our organisation’s direct
coordination and assistance. With the additional funding outlined below in our
‘Anticipated Budget’ section of this Solution 2, we will be able to build the temporary
displacement centre on our compound property, open it to IDPs evacuating from
eastern Ukraine via our mobile emergency shelter transit camp, and keep this
displacement centre open for the full duration of our 3-deployment mission in
eastern Ukraine. With sustained funding of both parts of this mission (Solution 1 &
Solution 2), we will gladly continue –and potentially upscale if necessary– this
humanitarian mission past the stated 1-month, 3-deployment duration. Our full
vision is to ultimately gain the sustained financial backing we would need to
continue both parts of this project for the full duration of the winter season,
however we fully realise that concrete, verifiable, on-the-ground results will
need to be exhibited before discussions of sustained funding and mission
upscaling could begin.

BACKGROUND: TELEPORT’S LVIV COMPOUND PROPERTY

Teleport Organisation's current base of operations in Ukraine is our compound
property, situated about an hour west of Lviv. There, vehicle maintenance is
conducted, vehicles, humanitarian aid and supplies are stored and humanitarian
volunteers are housed. If our emergency shelter transit camp (Solution 1) gains
financial backing but this second solution is rejected, our compound property will
only be used at the beginning of the mission to apply bus modifications, conduct
volunteer training and to collect, organise and load all necessary components of the
mission into our vehicle fleet. After the initial transport convoy leaves this compound
property for our first deployment in the eastern regions of Ukraine, all Teleport
volunteers, vehicles and transit camp equipment will not return to the Lviv area until
our mission comes to an end. For the duration of the mobile emergency transit
camp’s three deployments, we will instead move our base of operations to a rented
property in Poltava, far closer to our area of operations in eastern Ukraine. Once the
first of our deployments begins, our Lviv compound property would most likely

22 International Organization for Migration, UKRAINE INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT REPORT, GENERAL
POPULATION SURVEY, ROUND 10, (Geneva: IOM UN Migration, 27 October 2022), 5.
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remain unused for Solution 1’s duration. However, if Solution 2 is also approved, then
we would be able to fully utilise this compound property as a temporary
displacement centre while the mobile emergency shelter transit camp’s
deployments in eastern Ukraine continues. With your financial support, we would be
enabled to transform this compound property into a place of refuge for 50 IDPs
evacuated from our camp in eastern Ukraine, and approximately 100 per month.

GOALS

1. Secure funding to convert the Teleport Organisation’s current base of
operations outside Lviv into a temporary displacement centre capable of
accommodating 50 IDPs at a time.

2. Significantly increase the attractiveness of westward evacuation by building
trust and offering for IDPs to continue to stay in our care by evacuating them
to our displacement centre, where they will be hosted in the short-term until
we are able to find a more permanent solution for them, either in Ukraine or
abroad.

3. Provide and staff a small displacement centre in a region where most of the
displacement centres have already reached maximum capacity.

4. Plan travel across the Ukrainian-Polish border into the European Union for
refugees who express a need to temporarily or permanently emigrate from
Ukraine into the EU.

5. Provide structure for those IDPs in our care which is more specifically tailored
to their individual needs.

6. Lower the possibility of errors that might arise during IDP travel which could
leave them stranded and without living accommodation.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

1. Sufficient funding to purchase all needed structures, materials, equipment
and supplies to establish and upkeep the centre for at least a month, but
ideally over the full duration of the winter season (see ‘Anticipated Budget’).

2. Careful, calculated setup of our displacement centre.
3. UNHCR-compliant modifications have been made before the initial influx of

IDPs to the centre, to guarantee dignified living conditions.
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4. Continuous volunteer staffing needed to tend to all guests, maintain the
facilities, provide direct assistance with future plans for IDPs, help with errands
and possess proficiency in the Ukrainian and Russian languages.

5. Transport vehicles operational at all times to allow transportation to clinics,
markets, etc. and to shuttle IDPs from Lviv train station to our centre.

ENVISIONED OUTCOMES

Our proposed temporary displacement centre will contribute to relieving some of
the stress on the already overloaded humanitarian infrastructure in western Ukraine.
With IDP centres across Ukraine reaching maximum capacity, we will be able to
provide UNHCR-compliant living accommodations for 50 of our IDPs at a time. As
IDPs leave our centre for more medium- to long- term solutions, which will be
researched and organised by our staff, more space will open up for more IDPs to
come from our mobile emergency transit camp. With an average expected guest
stay of approximately two weeks, this means that through this plan we will be
able to host an average of 100 IDPs per month, all of whom will come to us from
our mobile emergency transit camp in eastern Ukraine. Furthermore, we will help
to minimise the stress, potential complications and confusion for those IDPs
evacuated from the eastern regions of Ukraine. By successfully opening this
temporary displacement centre in western Ukraine and by retaining these IDPs in
our care, we will create another node in the vast network of IDP centres and offer an
even greater contribution to alleviating the consequences of this wartime winter.

OUR DISPLACEMENT CENTRE’S PLAN

The strategy to set up and open a temporary displacement centre in western Ukraine
can be easily and synergistically integrated into our initial 7-Stage Plan to establish
our mobile emergency shelter transit camp (described above in Solution 1). The
sourcing and purchase of materials necessary to set up this displacement centre will
commence in parallel with the sourcing of those materials needed for the
emergency shelter transit camp. Additional volunteers are available for recruitment
and will be stationed at the Lviv displacement centre to coordinate with our team
deployed in eastern Ukraine, in order to receive and tend to incoming IDPs. When
IDPs arrive at the Lviv train station, our Teleport displacement centre staff will be
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waiting to collect and transport the IDPs from the train station to our displacement
centre. Our staff will manage the centre with all accompanying responsibilities and
offer shuttle services for IDPs to clinics, grocery stores, leisure activities and more.
Additionally, there are bus stations within walking distance of the property. The
location of the property is 50 minutes by car outside of Lviv, and 5 minutes by car to
the next closest town. We envision transforming our property’s warehouse into an
insulated shelter capable of housing 25 IDPs, while purchasing 5 BetterShelter tents,
each capable of comfortably accommodating 5 people. Together, based on this
design, we will be able to accommodate 50 guests at our displacement centre who
were evacuated from our mobile emergency shelter transit camp in the east.

Envisioned Purpose and System: The main purpose of the temporary displacement
centre will be to relocate IDPs as far away from the combat zone and as close to the
Polish border as possible. Doing this will enable us to devote more time and
attention while attending to each IDP’s individual needs. With IDP centres across
Ukraine reaching maximum capacity, we will provide an additional potential
destination for our evacuees as they collaborate with our staff to design their
Teleport-organised evacuation westward at our emergency shelter transit camp.
When given the various options for evacuation, these options will read as follows:
Kharkiv, Poltava, Kyiv, Lviv, Teleport temporary displacement centre, and Poland (EU).
After an IDP arrives at our displacement centre from eastern Ukraine, we do not
generally anticipate to accommodate them for more than two weeks before we find
them sufficient accommodations elsewhere, either in a more-permanent
displacement centre or abroad in the European Union. These two weeks will be used
to study the specifics of their individual needs and to inform them about their
various options for further relocation. During this time, IDPs will be attentively and
compassionately cared for and accommodated in UNHCR fully-compliant living
conditions. Thanks to our previous experience setting up and managing a refugee
welcome centre in Chełm, Poland from scratch, we understand this process and all
adequate accommodations needed in order to properly set up and successfully
manage this temporary displacement centre.

All IDP guests of our facility will be fed with hot meals prepared by our staff once a
day. Additionally, our displacement centre will be set up with self-care facilities.
Cooking facilities will be publicly accessible in case the need arises for guests to
prepare foods outside the times hot food is served by our staff. We will keep
non-perishable foods stocked and readily available for our guests. To ensure
cleanliness and dignity for our guests, one shower and several portable toilets will be
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available. Furthermore, the envisioned layout of our displacement centre will provide
a certain amount of privacy; each guest’s bed and living space will be separated from
other living spaces via subdividers. We take privacy, security and safety very seriously.
No outside persons will be allowed access to the property without an appointment
and then registering at our centre’s access gate building.

Evacuation of IDPs from eastern Ukraine to Lviv: When an IDP indicates at our
mobile emergency shelter transit camp in eastern Ukraine that they would like to
travel to our temporary displacement centre, the process to evacuate these IDPs by
train from Kharkiv or Poltava will commence. The Teleport staff at our displacement
centre outside Lviv will be automatically notified through our IT system regarding
the details on IDPs’ departure and arrival times, identification details and number of
persons travelling to Lviv. Once an evacuated individual arrives at the Lviv train
station, they will be collected by our waiting volunteers and shuttled to our
displacement centre’s location. There they will be warmly greeted, their information
will be logged, they will be assigned living quarters and provided with essentials like
bedding, toiletries, etc.

Logging of IDP Information and IT-Based Security: Since March 2022, Teleport has
been using optimised and secure IT systems at refugee welcome centres in Poland
to help raise security and efficiency at the height of the Ukrainian refugee crisis. More
about this can be read in our Chełm Tesco case study at
https://teleport-organisation.com/chelm-tesco/. At our temporary displacement
centre, we will use the IT system we previously developed in Chełm to log every
person based on age, gender, origin, disability and more. This information helps us to
find the most suitable destination for the next stage of their journey, whether that be
in Ukraine or the European Union. This process is extremely valuable, as it reduces
the margin of error – something quite significant when dealing with IDPs who
already face an uncertain future. Teleport has been engaged in the fight against
human trafficking and abuse towards refugees since the beginning of this
humanitarian crisis; we believe it is important to properly vet all travel plans
accordingly, raising the safety and security of every person in our care. By registering
IDPs through these IT systems, we are able to possess a detailed, orderly list of all
who have stayed with us or who are currently in our care, the current length of their
stay, their particular needs, where they came from and where they are headed, while
also possessing the ability to forward detailed, non-sensitive information to other
organisations to give better insight into needs and precautions that need to be taken
upon arrival of a specific individual once they leave our centre. Furthermore, it gives

https://teleport-organisation.com/chelm-tesco/
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us the ability to track IDP/refugee journeys and see the route they are taking, in order
to mitigate the effects of a miscommunication, contingency or emergency.

Consultation with our IDP guests about next steps: Once a new guest has settled
in at our temporary displacement centre, we will begin the individual consultation
process with them to discuss all possible final destination options inside Ukraine or
the European Union. We will discuss the options of individual support within each of
those choices and provide them with all relevant information for each available
destination. If the individual chooses a destination within Ukraine, then we will begin
the process of facilitating their safe and secure travel onwards, in coordination with
the displacement centre they are headed to. If the individual opts to go abroad as a
refugee in the European Union, we will outline to them the kinds of support that
each EU country offers to Ukrainian refugees. Once a destination outside Ukraine is
selected by the refugee, we will directly communicate with humanitarian
organisations and government institutions inside the chosen EU nation. We will take
all necessary precautions to ensure their safe arrival at their final destination, and will
provide the relevant organisations and institutions with all relevant information
about the individual seeking refuge with them. We already have developed relations
with several refugee welcome centres in eastern Poland through our earlier work in
this humanitarian crisis. Regardless of each refugee’s final foreign destination, we
intend to send them to a preselected refugee welcome centre in Poland, which will
be the first node of their international travel as a refugee. At these centres in Poland,
which already possess the sophisticated, tested infrastructure to implement refugee
travel abroad, once a refugee arrives from our displacement centre in Lviv, our
trusted humanitarian partners will take up the responsibility of completing their
travel. This responsibility will only be handed over once we can guarantee that the
refugee will be accepted at a selected refugee welcome centre in Poland. Given our
extensive network of peers and partners, which has grown exponentially since early
March 2022, we are able to organise drivers, implement emergency travel
modifications and get support from trusted individuals all over Europe.

Clarifying the synergetic solutions and their budgets: The budget for the Teleport
displacement centre outlined below describes the calculated cost to set up this
centre and keep it open for the duration of one month. This budget for Solution 2
can be coupled with our calculations for the anticipated budget from Solution 1,
which described the expenditures for three week-long deployments over the course
of one month. Whilst we would like to keep this mission running for longer than one
month and upscale its size as the situation deems necessary, we believe it is
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important to start reasonably small and display successful results before looking
further ahead too quickly. The anticipated cost for Solution 1: Mobile Emergency
Transit Camp is $39,720, while the anticipated cost for Solution 2: Temporary
Displacement Centre is $33,705, meaning that the cost to conduct three
week-long deployments of the mobile emergency shelter transit camp while
opening up and operating an in-tandem Teleport temporary displacement
centre is a grand total of $73,425. Below you will find the breakdown of the
anticipated budget for Solution 2 only, with another summary of the total costs for
both parts of this project (Solution 1 & Solution 2) at the end.

ANTICIPATED BUDGET

The expected budget for Solution 2 has been broken down into two main categories
of expense for the temporary displacement centre: Initial costs & Running Costs. The
total cost per each section is given, with a transparent line-item-by-line-item
breakdown of each total. All amounts listed below have been arrived at after weeks of
meticulous research by our dedicated team. All funding donated to this project will
exclusively go toward the materials listed below, without exception. If there are any
questions, comments or concerns about any of the items and their prices, please do
not hesitate to contact us directly for clarification.

PLEASE NOTE: The costs represent the financial needs calculated to enable one
month of full operation of our temporary displacement centre, providing evacuation
support to the three one-week deployments of the mobile emergency shelter transit
camp in eastern Ukraine. To continue this in-tandem project past this one month,
three-deployment mission, which we would very much like to do, sustained funding
would be necessary to continue to pay for monthly running costs.

All line items which display “(sourced)” are items which we already own and will need
for this project, but will therefore not need to be purchased as part of this budget.

If any monetary excess arises if items can be sourced more affordably, leftover funds
will either be moved into funding items which have exceeded the expected price or
exclusively dedicated to our future humanitarian missions.

1. Initial Cost

1.1. Transforming warehouse into shelter
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1.1.1. Insulation (Details) ($1,500)
1.1.1.1. Fitting gaps in wall (incl.)
1.1.1.2. Insulation of roof and walls (incl)
1.1.1.3. Sheetrock cover (Fire Rating) (incl.)
1.1.1.4. Carpet floor (incl.)

1.1.2. Heating
1.1.2.1. Electric indoor heater, 2 pcs. ($140)
1.1.2.2. Gas heater (Backup) ($220)

1.1.3. Privacy modifications (subdivisions)
1.1.3.1. 4x4 structure ($300)
1.1.3.2. Privacy Curtains ($100)

1.1.4. Lighting
1.1.4.1. Personal lights for each subdivision ($200)

1.1.5. Sleeping
1.1.5.1. Field beds, 25 pcs. ($1,250)
1.1.5.2. Sleeping bags, 25 pcs. ($500)

1.2. Additional exterior shelter structures
1.2.1. BetterShelter, 5pcs. (5 people per tent) ($5,000)
1.2.2. Sleeping

1.2.2.1. Field beds, 25 pcs. ($2,500)
1.2.2.2. Sleeping bags, 25 pcs. ($500)

1.2.3. Heating
1.2.3.1. Electric heaters, 5 pcs. ($350)
1.2.3.2. Gas heaters backup, 5 pcs. ($600)

1.2.4. Interior Lighting ($250)

1.3. Fencing
1.3.1. Compound-Interior temporary fence ($400)

1.4. Sanitary installations
1.4.1. Shower

1.4.1.1. Additional water pump from well ($80)
1.4.1.2. Run through boiler ($75)

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0273/9961/8634/files/Metal_Building_-_Retrofit_Wall.pdf?v=15838
https://www.amazon.com/KopBeau-Oscillating-Electric-Portable-Thermostat/dp/B0B2W3NWJ7/ref=sr_1_4_sspa?crid=3L22JO5GJI7IB&keywords=eLECTRIC+HEATER&qid=1667345436&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjUxIiwicXNhIjoiNy4xMyIsInFzcCI6IjYuNjQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=electric+heater%2Caps%2C268&sr=8-4-spons&psc=1&smid=APSFX1906AEJ1
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=GAS+HEATER+forced&crid=2M5GCQK7H62H1&sprefix=gas+heater+%2Caps%2C283&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.amazon.com/Lightweight-Backpacking-Sleeping-Weather-Camping/dp/B082R6KJJ7/ref=sr_1_3?crid=19RHZAPN7BPL1&keywords=sleeping+bag&qid=1666606441&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI2Ljk1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjUuOTgifQ%3D%3D&refresh=1&sprefix=s%2Caps%2C1027&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Lightweight-Backpacking-Sleeping-Weather-Camping/dp/B082R6KJJ7/ref=sr_1_3?crid=19RHZAPN7BPL1&keywords=sleeping+bag&qid=1666606441&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI2Ljk1IiwicXNhIjoiNi42MSIsInFzcCI6IjUuOTgifQ%3D%3D&refresh=1&sprefix=s%2Caps%2C1027&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/KopBeau-Oscillating-Electric-Portable-Thermostat/dp/B0B2W3NWJ7/ref=sr_1_4_sspa?crid=3L22JO5GJI7IB&keywords=eLECTRIC+HEATER&qid=1667345436&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI3LjUxIiwicXNhIjoiNy4xMyIsInFzcCI6IjYuNjQifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=electric+heater%2Caps%2C268&sr=8-4-spons&psc=1&smid=APSFX1906AEJ1
https://www.amazon.com/HearthSense-Dual-Ventless-Flame-Heater/dp/B09KS5JN3X/ref=sr_1_5?crid=29FGGDCSWCNRD&keywords=10000+btu+gas+heaters&qid=1667345340&qu=eyJxc2MiOiIxLjg1IiwicXNhIjoiMC4wMCIsInFzcCI6IjAuMDAifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=10000+btu+gas+heaters%2Caps%2C317&sr=8-5
https://www.screwfix.com/c/outdoor-gardening/water-pumps/cat840680?cm_sp=managedredirect-_-outdoorgardening-_-waterpump
https://www.screwfix.com/p/triton-enrich-white-8-5kw-manual-electric-shower/52753
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1.4.1.3. Washing Machine and Dryer ($500)
1.4.2. Toilets

1.4.2.1. 1 porta-potty per 25 people, 2 pcs. ($70)
1.4.2.2. Reliable weekly cleaning service (incl.)

1.5. Kitchen area
1.5.1. Food preparation

1.5.1.1. Electric hotplates 4 pcs. ($80)
1.5.1.2. Gas stoves 2pcs. ($70)

1.5.2. Food Storage
1.5.2.1. Shelves ($150)
1.5.2.2. Fridges ($400)

1.6. Eating and Social space ($1,500)
1.6.1. Tables, 3 pcs.
1.6.2. Chairs, 25 pcs.
1.6.3. Cutlery, 25 pcs. (sourced)
1.6.4. Cups and plates, 25 pcs.
1.6.5. Napkins
1.6.6. Hygiene: hand soap, anti-bacterial spray
1.6.7. Washing up equipment: fairy liquid, bowls, tea towel
1.6.8. Knives
1.6.9. Saucepans and frying pans (sourced)

1.6.10. Cooking equipment: wood spoons, chopping boards
1.6.11. Kettle (unless boiling water in pan)
1.6.12. Water cooler

1.7. Security and Safety ($1,200)
1.7.1. Fire extinguishers, 10 pcs.
1.7.2. Emergency fire blanket
1.7.3. High-visibility jackets
1.7.4. Torches
1.7.5. PPE: masks, anti-viral hand gel
1.7.6. First aid kits, 10 pcs.
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1.7.7. Escape Route marking supplies
1.7.8. Fire/general safety modifications
1.7.9. Trash disposal of leftover building materials

Total: ($17,935)

2. Running Costs (MONTHLY)

2.1. Rent ($300)
2.1.1. Electricity ($150)

2.1.1.1. Backup Generator ($150)

2.2. Garbage disposal
2.2.1. 100l trash container 7 pcs. ($100)

2.3. Food and beverages ($5,500)
2.3.1. 1 large hot meal a day ($4,500)23

2.3.2. Foodstuffs ($2,500)24

2.3.3. 2 liters drinking water per person per day ($1,000)

2.4. Hygiene Supplies ($300)
2.4.1. Towels
2.4.2. Toothpaste
2.4.3. Toothbrushes
2.4.4. Shampoo
2.4.5. Deodorant
2.4.6. Women’s menstrual products: pads, tampons etc.

2.5. Fuel
2.5.1. Propane

2.5.1.1. Propane bottles 11kg 6pcs. ($270)

24 Will mainly consist of canned food, bread, cereal etc. Easily and, if needed, independently prepared by
people living in the centre.

23 In consultation with an experienced humanitarian chef, we calculate that each meal will cost $3 dollars.
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2.5.1.2. Propane Filling 11kg each 6pcs. ($150)
2.5.2. Gas cartridges for stoves 10pcs. ($50)
2.5.3. Generator fuel ($400)
2.5.4. Transportation Lviv - Center - Clinic - etc. ($400)

Total: ($15,770)

INITIAL COST*………………………………………………..…….$17,935

RUNNING COSTS**……………………………………………….$15,770

TOTAL MISSION COST…………………………………………$33,705

* “Initial Cost” represents the one-time-purchase materials, structures and
equipment that will be bought for this total price at the start of this project, which
will enter the inventory of the Teleport Organisation for the exclusive purposes of this
mission. Section 1 represents these assets. Once funding is secured and these assets
are purchased, they will not need to be bought again. The careful maintenance of
these indispensable assets will be assured.

** “Running Costs” represents the financial expenditures we have calculated for one
month of operating and maintaining the temporary displacement centre. This cost
outlines vital items all of which are “consumables”. These recurring expenses include
fuel, propane, food, water, etc. To continue our mission past these three
deployments, which we would very much like to do, additional funding to cover
these running costs beyond the envisioned one-month budget would be required.

To begin carrying out our full envisioned mission, including building, staffing,
transporting and deploying our mobile emergency transit camp for three
week-long missions in the recently liberated territories in eastern Ukraine
(Solution 1), and to build, staff and run our temporary displacement centre
outside of Lviv for one month in tandem with our mission in the east (Solution 2),
the combined requested amount for Solution 1 & 2, according to our meticulous
calculations and estimates, is a grand total of: $73,425.

We believe that by acquiring funding for both parts of this mission, Teleport
Organisation will be enabled to make a significant difference in the lives of
hundreds of Ukrainians during this winterization crisis. If Solution 2 is rejected,
Solution 1: Emergency Mobile Transit Camp will still be able to fully function in
the way described, however Solution 2 cannot function without funding for
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Solution 1 also being approved. We believe that by providing two potential
solutions, our organisation’s dedicated work can successfully be one of this
winterization crisis’s many solutions during this trying time.

CONCLUSION: WE NEED YOUR HELP

The potential implementation and success of this project brings with it the
betterment and safety of those Ukrainians that we shelter, care for and transport
further into central/western Ukraine or into the European Union. Winters, especially
in the eastern regions of Ukraine, are harsh and unforgiving. If not properly sheltered,
the human body cannot withstand these freezing conditions for extended periods of
time. Without direct humanitarian assistance, many analysts fear that a large
number of Ukrainians may freeze to death this winter. With your vital financial
support, we will be able to enhance the safety of hundreds of people in the war-torn
regions, who would otherwise freeze or live in extremely harsh, life-threatening,
deprived conditions. Our mobile emergency shelter transit camp will be fully capable
of supporting 24 guests a day with heating, food and shelter, while also being able to
evacuate 12-24 IDPs per day to safer regions. This means that we will have the
capacity to evacuate up to 264 IDPs, and possibly more, over the course of three
deployments in eastern Ukraine. Additionally, our Teleport temporary displacement
centre will be able to support a population of 50 IDPs at a time, potentially meaning
that we could support over 100 IDPs at our centre per month. This project will not
only make the lives of hundreds of despairing Ukrainian civilians better during what
is inevitably the hardest time in most of their lives, but we wholeheartedly believe it
will also directly save many human lives who may have otherwise perished in the
conflict or due to war-induced deprivation. This project enables those people to live.

Without philanthropic financial support, this mission will not proceed and we will be
unable to carry out any of what we have spent many weeks planning all aspects of.
Every day that we do not possess the essential financial support to begin executing
this project and implementing our proposed mission, a desperate future
continuously approaches for those that we would otherwise be able to reach and
help in eastern Ukraine. A feasible plan for “winterization” was needed yesterday.
Time truly cannot afford to be wasted as a harsh winter rapidly approaches in
Europe. We pledge to dedicate our organisation’s full, undivided energy and efforts
to contribute our part of that resolution, to help save lives during this ongoing
conflict. Your prized financial support is absolutely invaluable to making this two-part
humanitarian mission a full reality during this severe humanitarian crisis.
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We are extremely aware of the brutal realities on the ground in Ukraine; many of our
members have repeatedly experienced this war firsthand. Through the
implementation of this mission, Teleport Organisation and all of its dedicated
members sincerely desire to directly take action to facilitate the compassionate care
and successful evacuation of Ukrainian civilians fleeing the war’s violence, resource
deprivation and freezing temperatures. The UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs emphasised that in order for winterization efforts to be
successful,“[e]arly planning is essential to ensure warm, safe and dignified living
conditions for affected people prior to the onset of winter . . . With adequate
preparation and timely funding, many lives can be saved, particularly those
vulnerable, displaced and war-affected, during months of freezing temperatures.”25

We believe that if we secure the funding we need, this violent and destructive war
will subsequently take fewer lives than it will otherwise steal from human civilization
as the temperature drops. We want to continue to help the Ukrainian people survive
this conflict and enable them to look forward toward a brighter, warmer tomorrow
for themselves and their families. Every day, we stand ready to rapidly implement the
totality of this project once we secure this essential funding, and we remain
continuously agile in adjusting our plan as the rapidly-evolving emergency situation
demands. We sincerely thank you for taking the time to consider Teleport
Organisation’s proposal and we ardently hope that just as much as we do, you now
see the value of this project to confront the Ukrainian winter during wartime.

LEGAL

Teleport currently operates in an unincorporated partnership with Open Collective
Europe (OCE). Through Open Collective, we are able to offer tax deductible
donations and the possibility of all expenses being publicly available for review at all
times. To read more about the Open Collective processes, visit their website at
https://opencollective.com/.

25 UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Ukraine: Winterization Plan - Winter Priority
Procurement & Repair Plan 2022 – 2023, (New York: UN OCHA, 15 July 2022), 1.

https://opencollective.com/

